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Resumo O uso seguro de eSau´de requer que as ferramentas de informac¸a˜o partilhem
a mesma interpretac¸a˜o de dados mas, no actual estado das implantac¸o˜es, os
sistemas sa˜o normalmente heteroge´neos e adoptam modelos de informac¸a˜o
locais. A falta de soluc¸o˜es para a comunicac¸a˜o entre diferentes sistemas
a n´ıvel te´cnico e especialmente a n´ıvel semaˆntico dificulta a capacidade
de usar a informac¸a˜o relativa ao mesmo utente de forma continuada entre
mu´ltiplos sistemas.
Uma contribuic¸a˜o parcial para facilitar a integrac¸a˜o de fontes de informac¸a˜o
diferentes e´ o uso de terminologias me´dicas, que clarificam o uso pretendido
de certos campos da informac¸a˜o e os respectivos valores.
Neste trabalho e´ proposto o uso de um servidor de vocabula´rio como um
componente central do sistema com o objectivo de satisfazer dois casos de
uso mais pertinentes: (1) criar um servic¸o de refereˆncia para a realidade
portuguesa e (2) permitir a transformac¸a˜o de estruturas de informac¸a˜o para
outros modelos cl´ınicos (para cena´rios de interoperabilidade).
A ferramenta proposta, ale´m de funcionar como um servidor de termi-
nologias relevantes para o sistema de sau´de portugueˆs, e´ tambe´m capaz de
modelar associac¸o˜es semaˆnticas entre terminologias diferentes, permitindo
assim a traduc¸a˜o e transcodificac¸a˜o de conceitos. As especificidades da
rede de interoperabilidade do epSOS foram tomadas em considerac¸a˜o para
o desenvolvimento das especificac¸o˜es.
O sistema possui a capacidade de mapear terminologias carregadas, oferece
uma representac¸a˜o dessa informac¸a˜o (e.g. vista de um grafo de conceitos
relacionada com uma doenc¸a espec´ıfica) e permite importar essa mesma
informac¸a˜o nos formatos RDF e JSON. Uma interface de programac¸a˜o de
aplicac¸o˜es (API) foi desenvolvida para permitir a um utilizador fazer inter-
rogac¸o˜es semaˆnticas de alto n´ıvel, como por exemplo, o mapeamento entre
terminologias usadas no sistema de sau´de portugueˆs.
Os resultados deste trabalho podem facilitar o desenvolvimento de soluc¸o˜es
em eSau´de atrave´s da disponibilizac¸a˜o de servic¸os ba´sicos relacionados com
terminologias, melhorando assim a interoperabilidade das aplicac¸o˜es.

Keywords Semantic interoperability, Terminology, Vocabulary server, eHealth.
Abstract The safe use of eHealth requires that information tools share the same
interpretation of the data but, in the current state of the implementations,
systems are often heterogeneous and adopt local information models. The
lack of interfacing solutions between different systems at the technical and,
specially, semantic level, hinders the ability to use seamlessly information
for the same patient, available at multiple sources.
A partial contribution to facilitate the integration of different information
sources is the use of medical terminologies, which clarify the intended use
of certain data fields and the possible value sets.
In this work, we propose the use of a vocabulary server as a central compo-
nent to enable two motivating use cases: (1) enable a reference semantic
service for the Portuguese reality and (2) enable the transformation of clini-
cal data structures into other clinical models (for interoperability scenarios).
The proposed tool, besides serving terminologies relevant to the Portuguese
health system, is also capable of modelling semantic associations between
different terminology systems to enable translation and transcoding. The
specific requirements of the epSOS interoperability network were used to
drive the specification.
The system is able to link terminologies, offer a visual representation of that
information (e.g. the viewing of a graph of concepts related to a specific
disease) and allows that information extraction in RDF and JSON formats.
An application programming interface was developed to enable developer to
issue high-level semantic interrogations like, for example, mapping between
terminology systems used in the Portuguese health system.
The results of this work can facilitate eHealth solutions developers on getting
basic terminology services to extend their applications towards enhanced
interoperability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and context
The sharing of Electronic Health Records (EHR) over national eHealth infrastructures is
becoming a priority for many countries [1]. This exchange of data raises some issues. The
safe use of eHealth requires that information tools share the same interpretation of the data
but, in the current state of implementations, systems are often heterogeneous and adopt
local information models. The lack of interfacing solutions between different systems at the
technical and, specially, semantic level, hinders the ability to use seamlessly information for
the same patient available at multiple sources. Terminologies evolved dramatically this decade
and they are a crucial element in applications enrolling in data integration, decision support
and knowledge management [2].
In Portugal, major health centers acquired medical software to manage and store patient
data. This is one of the reasons that turned software part of problem instead of the solution.
Meaning that most of the software used was not developed regarding communication with
third parties. The previous fact leads to an inefficient use and sharing of information. The
amount of duplicated and contradictory information increases with the amount of different and
non interoperable health software. The lack of terminology use or patient unique identifiers
prevents access to data, a proper use of that data and loss of information.
In this dissertation we present MedLexIEETA, a system developed to offer terminology
related tools to provide means of transcoding between terminologies and translation of con-
cepts.
There are two major scenarios we will have to take in consideration, Portugal and cross-
border. In the Portuguese case and directly related to the Rede Telema´tica de Sau´de [3]
inner interoperability, it has to provide a set of tools to help data encoding and normalizing.
Regarding Europe we will need to take into account the specifications of the Smart Open
Services for European Patients (epSOS) project to demonstrate MedLexIEETA capabilities
regarding the semantic problem of epSOS.
RTS is a platform for integrated access to points of the EHR, scattered in the region
of Aveiro, developed by the University of Aveiro. It provides a network that enables the
share of information between the major health centers and small ones. Developed under
the project AveiroDigital, this system provides interoperability between some primary and
secondary health centers of the region. It allows institutions access to unified data regarding
patient episode history. The access to this data is provided to health professionals through
1
the site Portal do Professional. RTS provides an improvement in the way that clinical data
is transferred between health centers, among patients and health professionals helping the
improvement of patient engagement in his own health [4].
The epSOS project is the main European eHealth interoperability pilot[5]. There are now
23 European countries (figure 1.1) working on it and the ultimate goal is to offer seamless
healthcare to European citizens by improving quality and safety. This improvement is related
patient care while absent from its country, by providing medical data to professionals in the
receiving country. epSOS aims at developing an infrastructure that supports the share of
information while regarding patient safety reducing the rate of medical errors and providing
faster access to data. Note that epSOS allows only the seamless retrieval of patient data
stored remotely at his domestic health system, in the form of a clinical summary and a list of
e-prescriptions. In some cases the previous data is not available what leads to time loss that
can be the difference between an easy and fast diagnosis and a difficult and time consuming
one. Portugal joined the project in 2012. The first goal of Portugal was to research and
evaluate the epSOS state of the art to build a solution for the Portuguese National Contact
Point (NCP). A NCP is the communication point for nations to exchange data. After achiving
the first goal new challenges were determined, among those there is one (i.e. achieve semantic
quality of information present in an EHR to ensure the compatibility of data between nations)
that is the reason for us to approach the epSOS project[6].Being a reference project in the
area epSOS cases and situations will be taken in consideration in which MedLexIEETA can
help in closing the gap between the Portuguese Health network and the epSOS network [5].
Figure 1.1: epSOS developing countries [5].
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1.2 Objectives
A system developed to health scenarios can be described as being a system designed to
assist in the management of overall clinical information and serve as a tool to improve the
quality of care provided in those institutions. MedLexIEETA goal is to serve as a semantic
tool to address two main objectives: to enable a reference semantic service for the Portuguese
reality and enable the transformation of clinical data structures into other clinical models
(for interoperability scenarios). More exactly the system needs to handle data from the
Portuguese coding schemes and translate to the epSOS standards or transcoding between
health terminologies.
We have to develop a system capable of handling terminology data and provides tools to
load and retrieve information. The system must be made available by means of a web service
to ensure the use of the information to future development of different applications.
1.3 Dissertation structure
This dissertation is divided in the following chapters, excluding this one:
• Chapter 2 - State of the Art, presents an overview of the existing literature, tech-
nologies and solutions within this dissertation scope, in an attempt to gather relevant
information to design and implement MedLexIEETA knowing the strategies, assump-
tions and capabilities of the existing approaches to similar scenarios.
• Chapter 3 - MedLexIEETA, describes the functional characteristics of the system
and which problems the system is going to solve.
• Chapter 4 - System Architecture, the MedLexIEETA proposed architecture, its
main modules, their implementation and role in the system.
• Chapter 5 - Implementation, the implementation process and every important part
related to the development of the system.
• Chapter 6 - Results, analyses the results, discussing if the system responds to the
proposed problems and the accomplished characteristics.
• Chapter 7 - Conclusions, enumerates some issues found during the development of
this work, the achieved accomplishments and proposes further work improvements.
3
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
In this chapter we will address some areas that are relevant to this work, presenting con-
cepts and previous works to understand what has been done and which results and conclusions
that have been reached. We will focus on the following subjects:
• Semantic tools for interoperability and information sharing.
• Biomedical terminologies.
• Terminology servers: principles and selected examples in the biomedical domain.
2.1 Semantic tools for interoperability and information shar-
ing
Health facilities are focused in the care of patients. Medical information records should
also be focused in that care. For this information to be shared among health facilities the
concepts used to describe what has been done must also be shared. The clinical information of
patients must be shared and means to access patient records relevant parts must be provided.
The concepts that belongs to a specialized health center can be kept separately but the basic
health related concepts must be shared.
An Electronic Health Record (EHR) is a specific set of data that contains the most
important information of a patient’s medical record, it is stored digitally and its purpose is
to improve access to medical data [7]. Nowadays, EHR data is stored in all kinds of formats
spread out through the multiple medical systems available in the market. The available
formats can go from relational databases or unstructured document based storage. Data
storage can be structured or unstructured and may not obey to an open standard.
This need to share information comes with a number of related concepts and technologies.
2.1.1 Semantic interoperability concept
IEEE defines interoperability as “The ability of two or more systems or components to
exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged.”[8]
There are two major components to achieve interoperability, the ability to exchange in-
formation (i.e. syntactic interoperability) and the ability to process the information once
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it has been received (i.e. semantic interoperability (sIOP)). To understand the two con-
cepts two small examples are given: first, two people that are syntactically but not se-
mantically interoperable. Second, semantically but not syntactically interoperable which
we consider that it is not possible. Regarding the first one, there are two people with dif-
ferent languages, that neither one understands. Information has been exchanged but they
cannot understand each other. In the second example, we take in consideration two peo-
ple that one is blind and one who is deaf, they can try to exchange information with the
tools available one with writing and one with talking but they will not be able to com-
municate (i.e. the message will not be received in the end part of the system). This
would make them semantically but not syntactically interoperable [9]. Semantic Interop-
erability is the ability of two or more computer systems to exchange data in a format
that is understandable and interpretable by the message destination system. The mean-
ing of the message must be automatically and correctly interpreted from its content.[2]
To achieve an interoperable system we need: a clear and consistent interface to the data,
a terminology whose meaning is clear and unambiguous to the ones that use the data and
semantics to link it all together.
In eHealth, semantic interoperability is the study of how to use meaning between health
services. This involves coding and transmission of data between health providers, patients,
citizens, authorities, research and training [10].
Semantic interoperability has three major desired characteristics: consistency, understand-
ability and reproducibility. Consistency is the system capacity to carry unambiguous infor-
mation, leading to an easy recognition of what is transmitted among the system. Understand-
ability is the bases of communication, and is needed in the system. Reproducibility consists
on the reliability of data once it has been aggregated. To provide these capabilities to the
system it is defended in [11] that there are four levels of interoperability, two of those that
are related to semantics interoperability.
• Level 0: absence of interoperability.
• Level 1: syntactical interoperability but lack of semantic interoperability.
• Level 2: partial semantic interoperability.
• Level 3: complete semantic interoperability.
To understand these four levels an example is given: patient X moves from Ireland to
Spain. Patient X falls hill and needs to go to the hospital 1 (H1) and it is transferred to
hospital 2 (H2). In the hospital one of four developments can occur:
Level 0: Patient X medical record from Ireland and the result from H1 are not available
in H2.
Level 1: Patient X medical record from Ireland is available but none of the doctors present
in H2 can interpret the information. Also the results from H1 are available to the staff of
H2 but there is not any automated system that transfers this information to H2 information
system.
Level 2: Patient X medical record is available to the doctors of H2, but most of the
information is based on free text although important data (such as allergies and medical
history) are encoded with the international coding schemes, which are easily interpreted by
the system and displayed to H2 doctors.
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Level 3: Patient X medical record is available to the H2 information system after au-
thentication, and all the data about Patient X is present in all information systems (e.g. Irish
medical record and H1 results). This data is accessible and interpretable by H2 doctors.
2.1.2 Relevance for patient safety
In the previous example we can acknowledge the relation between semantic interoperability
and patient safety, e.g. if Electronic Health Record (EHR) are available to physicians and
health professionals, there is not the need to run exams to which those results are already
available. Looking to Patient X example again and stipulating that Patient X exams which
were made in H1 reduce diagnosis time in two hours and stipulating that Patient X needs
surgery that should be executed in the viable time of one hour, the two hours from the H1s
exams can be lifesaving.
Therefore if the information is not available to health care professionals there is a need
for more tests and precious time is lost, time that can save a patients life.
sIOP is a major challenge in eHealth, since it allows the access to complete EHR of a
patient that is built in every health facility used by the patient.
The European Commission states that “Interoperability of electronic health record systems
should make access easier, and enhance the quality and safety of patient care throughout the
Community.”[12]
One of sIOP [11] goals is to improve patient safety by: reducing avoidable errors; health
statistics become faster and less costly; researches will advance rapidly and the improvement
of administration decisions.
A significant reduction in avoidable errors and improvements in patient safety:
the access to patient data will lead to a reduction of diagnosis related time resulting in a
improvement of professionals information. The care of patients will be more disseminated,
e.g. the treatment of patients will function more in a combination of community facilities and
specialized centres. Remote areas will be more affected from this sharing of information [11].
Public Health will be facilitated by faster and less expensive collection of
statistics: the recording of patient information will be done in the care process leading to
a more effective and less time-consuming surveillance for the emergence of epidemic diseases,
leading to less uncontained outbreaks [11].
Clinical and translational research will advance faster: as the diagnosis and re-
search are all available in the care process, a patient from Portugal can benefit from a suc-
cessful trial treatment on a patient from China. In the other hand therapies that are proved
scientifically unsuccessful in Germany will not be tried out in China leading to less patient
exposition. It is mentioned as well that to achieve privacy with this sharing of data it is
needed a structure that handles the consent and privacy of patient data [11].
A balanced market and best administration decisions: major hospital suppliers
will develop but there will be a need for specialized vendors for rare treatments that will be
accessible to every hospital. The experience from one administration related to infrastructure
can be shared to achieve solutions that become the improvement off all experiences instead
of one [11].
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2.1.3 Selected key technologies
In this section we survey important technologies that are viable options to the project.
Martinez et.al. conducted a research for a project which goal was to provide mechanisms
for representing archetypes in Semantic Web-manageable manner and achieving semantic in-
teroperability between EHR systems, combining Semantic Web and Model-driven Engineering
technologies [13].
Wroe has examined the use of Semantic Web in his project and the ups and downs in the
Health Care IT solutions of the technologies analysed. The results and conclusions obtained
in this article are discussed through the following sub-sections [14].
In [15] the goal of the project was to “highlight the requirements related to exchanging non-
clinical EHR information and to show how this information exchange can be accomplished”.
The article written by Killic et.al. describes how it is possible to achieve mapping between
two EHR standards that are based in the same reference information model using archetypes
and semantic tools. The main technologies that are analysed in this article are the archetypes
and the relation to the semantic web using OWL [1].
Arguello et.al conducted a a case study of visualising clinical information from EHRs, the
goal of the project was to to enhance HL7 CDA documents with data visualization, where
the graphical representations presented here, illustrate how data visualization can assist the
user (physicians) to understand and search the contents of an EHR [7].
In the Portuguese context Ferreira et.al has developed the Medical Information eXtraction
(MedInX) system. The project had the objective of processing patient discharges and from
the text files extract accurate and structured representations of the data [16].
In the following subsections we will analyse these documents to discover why and what
for technologies were used.
Semantic Web Technologies
Human beings are capable of using the web to perform certain tasks such as, finding
information about a specific subject, reserve a book in a library or find the best price for a
car. Nevertheless, a computer by itself cannot fulfil those tasks, it needs human interaction.
Web pages are developed to be handled by humans, not for IT systems.
Tim Berners-Lee in [17] says “ I have a dream for the Web... and it has two parts”.
In the first part, and what is the web today, people can access masses of information
immediately and intuitively. People can create information and share that information. The
web has become a tool not just to browse but a means to create and share data. Tim
Berners-Lee’s dream first part is a reality.
The second part of his dream consists on a Web in which machines can analyse and
interpret the data available on the web and withdraw the need for human interaction in
every day-to-day task. Nowadays computers are not using all the resources that they have
available to help humans in these tasks. Imagine a world where people just issue and order to
a computer such as, find me the best price for car X, and the computer shows the best result.
This is the Semantic Web that Tim Berners-Lee wants and it is the part of his dream that is
not yet fully developed.
Although this second part is not developed there are now a number of technologies such as
some of the ones mentioned in the following chapter that are key technologies to the Semantic
Web development being the base XML.
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The first step to achieve this, is to put information on the Web in a machine understandable
way, information that machines can directly or indirectly process. Databases usually are
relational databases, data it is stored in columns that are related between them, and we need
these relations to be published as a semantic Web Page. Therefore computers have to be
capable of represent and share data and for this to happen we need a universal language, here
appears RDF. “As long as documents are created within the same logical framework, such as
RDF, partial understanding will be possible.”.[17]
From XML to OWL
The Semantic Web has in its story three main technologies that started at a more basic
level, XML, evolving to RDF, and now we have OWL. In figure 2.1 we have a representation
of the layers that these technologies occupy in the semantic web.
Figure 2.1: Latest Semantic Web Layers [18].
Extensible Markup Language (XML) was originally designed to be the solution for the
challenges of electronic publishing [19]. The standard language for specifying web data. XML
helps bring meaning to information relayed over the internet. XML adds a layer of intelli-
gence to information [20]. Data are surrounded with tags that are readable at human level.
XML tags whatever the user wants and defines and imposes no semantic constraints on the
meaning of these documents [18]. XML Schema already restricts the structure of the docu-
ments and extends XML with data types [21] In [15] is defended that XML is sufficient for
most applications as a messaging standard and it is used for information exchange. A struc-
ture is given to the XML messages that enables retrieval, sending and enumeration of data.
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a framework for representing informa-
tion in the Web [22]. It is the data model of the semantic web. It describes objects
and the relations between them. RDF documents come with a pointer at the top to its
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RDF schema (i.e. a list of the data terms used in the document), that “provides the
tools for keeping the expressive power of an RDF document limited and its behaviour pre-
dictable” [17]. The main advantages of RDF over alternative approaches defended in [14]
are its mechanism for the identification of resources (i.e. URI, the aggregation of infor-
mation regarding multiple sources) and the reification that allow statements about state-
ments (i.e. the hierarchy that is available to translate attributes of a patient). The down-
sides are the exposition of RDF is limited and the domain of relational data models as
repositories of health information is substantial. RDF Schema (RDFS) is a simple ontol-
ogy description language. It is used for describing properties and classes of RDF resources
[22]. SPARQL has the ability to express queries throughout diverse data sources, whether
the data is stored natively as RDF or viewed as RDF via middleware. It is the seman-
tic query language. It is used to query RDF triples and ontologies declaratively. [18][23]
“The Web Ontology Language OWL is a semantic markup language for publishing and
sharing ontologies on the World Wide Web” [24]. OWL is a more advanced ontology language
than RDFS. Adds more vocabulary for objects such as cardinality, equality, richer typing of
properties [18]. One advantage of OWL defended in [7] is that the co-existence of two formats
i.e. a specific XML regarding HL7 clinical document architecture and the transformation into
OWL allow the benefits of a format that is standard for healthcare and at the same time, to
allow standardization that can be used in the Semantic Web.
In [14] it is said that is possible to represent terminology, i.e. Systematized Nomenclature
of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) concepts in the OWL language as OWL classes.
The logic behind the structure of SNOMED CT is Ontology based so it makes OWL language
the perfect candidate to move SNOMED CT to a more machine interpretable semantics.
OWL in [1] was used to obtain class property mappings of two EHR standards through
derivation. Meaning that using reference message information model of two standards and
the derivations that are present in both it is possible to define archetypes and their mappings
to achieve interoperability. These archetypes and mappings are then transformed into OWL
instances.
Archetypes
OpenEHR [25] and iso13606 [26] architectures and standards are based on a dual model-
based architecture that is divided in reference model and the archetype model. The EHR
generic data is defined in the reference model. Archetypes are detailed definitions of clinical
concepts in structured form and constrained combinations of the entities of the reference
model [13].
In figure 2.2 is available an example of a archetype. An archetype is composed of three
parts: header section, definition section, and ontology section. The header has a unique
identifier and some descriptive information such as author, version and status. The definition
section contains restrictions associated with the clinical concept defined by the archetype
[13][1].
In [13] the archetypes are used to obtain ontologies related to the knowledge that is present
in the archetype model and the reference model. A tool was also developed to translate ADL
archetypes into OWL. The transformation process adopted here is present in figure 2.3 and is
divided in three stages. Firstly the Archetype Definition Language (ADL) archetype is parsed
and transformed into a syntactic model regarding a set of rules. Secondly the rules derived
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Figure 2.2: Part of a “complete blood picture” archetype [1].
from the ontologies of the two standards are applied to the syntactic model from the previous
step resulting in a semantic archetype model. For last the semantic model is transformed into
and OWL archetype.
Figure 2.3: Architecture of the solution developed in [13].
Ontologies
In [27] the author refers to ontologies as “artefacts to represent human knowledge and
as critical components in knowledge management, the Semantic Web, business-to-business
applications, and several other application areas”.
Ontology gives meaning to information structures that are exchanged between IT systems.
It defines a set of concepts with which to model a domain of knowledge. It consists in a
collection of classes and properties and the relationships between them. Ontologies provide
meaning to concept maps. Classes are normally order hieratically. Properties can also be
order hieratically. Figure 2.4 show an building example ontology.
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Figure 2.4: Building Ontology Example [28].
2.1.4 Related technologies
In this section we talk about the technologies that can be important for the project but
are not directly connected to semantic.
AJAX
Ajax, short for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, is not a technology [20] but a combi-
nation of several existing technologies and the way they are used together to produce dynamic
content on web pages. AJAX is used in applications such as Google Maps and Youtube. It
incorporates HTML and XHTML to exchange information with a server, CSS to style the
data in the website, Javascript to display information and XML as the message format that
are transmitted between the website and the server. In 2.5 a AJAX workflow is shown. In
[7] the author regards this technology to visualize time-based events. The data to populate
the timeline is withdraw from a XML file.
Figure 2.5: AJAX workflow[29].
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Web Services
“A Web service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine
interaction over a network” [30].
Web Service (WS) are one communication paradigm that defines the mechanism of inter-
operability among applications. Nevertheless, this concept is independent of the technology
used in its implementation. One of these technologies is the Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP).
SOAP
SOAP is a technology originally developed to fill the void between disparate RPC-based
communication platforms [31]. By using XML, SOAP is a simple and highly flexible protocol.
However, the use of XML carries some disadvantages, due to the messages format that can
make the processing of messages resource demanding, and the weight those messages have on
the network.
JSON
The JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) was not invented but discovered. In 2001 received
a name, a description and also the values of this technology as data interchange format were
pointed out. The main advantage of JSON is that it will never change because it has not a
version number and there is not a mechanism to revise the technology [32].
Even if it was born as being a JavaScript resource it was developed to be an language
independent format. The data structures represented are the same data structures of a
programming language. The codification of data is so simple that it can be interpreted by
almost every programming language [32]. Compared to Java it uses two main structures,
objects and arrays. The object is composed of a “string : value”. The array is enclosed with
rectangular brackets hosting the values of the array separated by commas [33]. In figure 5.11
a concept is highlighted and it is possible to see these two structures.
2.2 Biomedical terminologies
A terminology can be defined as a “an organisation of entities into classes for a specific
purpose such as international reporting or remuneration.”.[11]
In the global world that we leave today we cannot demand that health professionals talk
the same language, and even if they do, semantic problems could still occur. To avoid this
problem, were developed concept coding systems. At this pairs of concepts and codes is given
the name of terminology. The origin of this concept regarding health terminologies began with
a statistical study in the XVII century when a man called John Graunt tried to estimate the
percentage of newborns that died before reaching the age of six. The first real terminology
however appears in the XIX century with a classification of causes of death, The Bertillon
Classification of Causes of Death, this classification served as a base for the International
Classification of Diseases (e.g. ICD).[34]
Terminologies are an essential key to solve redundancy in health related concepts. Dis-
ease “Cholera” can have more than 100 representations spread throughout the world, like
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“cholera”, “Unspecified cholera”, “Co´lera” and so on, this leads to redundancy. If we assume
that the disease with the code “A00” it is all the previous descriptions, we do not have re-
dundancy and all the possible descriptions for instant translation are there. A terminology
in different languages can now be linked. Code “A00” is the “Cholera” in ICD10 English
version, and “Co´lera” in ICD10 Portuguese version.
With the combination of terminologies and bioinformatics in health it was created the
concept of “health smart” Semantic Web. If we join this concept with a health aware user
we can develop tools to improve consumer health and well being. This will help users to be
more health aware therefore improving their knowledge but also their responsibility.[35]
There are a lot of health related terminologies and among them we can highlight the
following ones:
• International Classification of Diseases (ICD): developed to promote interna-
tional comparability in the collection of statistics from death certificates and health
records. Created in the XIX century [34] .
• International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC):is an epidemiological tool
used to classify data about three elements of the health care encounter: reasons for
encounter, diagnosis or problem, and care process.[36]
• LOINC: is a terminology developed to facilitate the interoperability between lab-
oratories, clinical services and care providers. It attempts to be a standard for the
communication of results related to clinical care.[37]
• Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT):
provides the core general terminology for the EHR. The concepts have unique mean-
ings and formal logic-based definitions distributed hierarchically. It consists in the
terminology core (concepts, descriptions, and relationships), that works to support the
implementation and use of SNOMED CT, including subsets, cross maps to existing
classifications and coding schemes.[38]
There is some confusion in the definition of terminology in eHealth since the the termi-
nologies mentioned above are very different (i.e. The SNOMED CT is more complex than
ICD 10 and both are terminologies). In [11] is defined an eHealth terminology as a represen-
tation of knowledge that includes a set of entities, their terms and relations. They may also
include ontologies, thesaurus and more sources of knowledge.
Normalization problems are solved with terminologies, nevertheless data transmission and
data access are not. The need of systems capable of storage and provide terminologies services
exists and systems must provide interaction between a server and a client. Terminology servers
are the response to these requests, they provide access to terminologies and a way to develop
terminology related services.
2.3 Terminology servers: principles and selected examples in
the biomedical domain
Terminology servers are systems that manage terminologies for clinical applications. They
must serve as a repository during system development and in the perfect scenario publish the
services developed to other systems [35]. It allows software access to terminologies.
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The first approach to the concept of terminology server [39] was also analysed in [40] these
services as essentials:
• “Managing external references.
• Managing internal representations.
• Mapping natural language to concepts.
• Mapping concepts to classification schemes.
• Management of extrinsic information.”
Figure 2.6: Impact of sharing terminology related services as Web-Services. [35].
In figure 2.6 we can see the impact that a terminology server can make in combination
with a web service, it leads to the reuse of terminology data to improve other applications.
In [35] is carried out an analyses of publications related to terminology serves, in an attempt
to answer the question “what requirements are relevant to terminology server functionality?”
The answer is divided in two main sections, terminology access (e.g. services for semantic
computation) and management (e.g. services required to keep the terminology server properly
running). Management services include:
• Addition / Deletion (mass): addition and deletion of data to the terminology;
• Deprecation and replacement: transition from previous versions to new ones.
• Development (collaborative): development of the terminologies.
• Verification: Mechanism to check the terminology state.
• Security and privacy: If the server has private information, server access should require
restricted access.
• Extensibility: the server must be able to reshape is software modules.
• Usage and resource monitoring: Keep track of server’s usage.
• Resource allocation, distribution and scheduling: The managing of resources must be
properly developed.
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• Inventory: Provide information about the state of the server.
Access services include:
• Querying: the server must respond to all basic requests of data and be capable of
response to more ambitious ones (e.g. retrieve attribute values that support translation
to other coding schemes).
• Knowledge generation or inference: Generate inexistent knowledge.
• Natural language bridging: Translating natural language to terminology concepts.
• Terminology interoperability: Mapping between terminologies from inside the server
and outside the server.
In [41] a solution for a similar problem to the one we are trying to solve is elaborated based
in two main components the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) and a terminology
server lexEVS. They used the first to deal with the most common and spread terminologies
and the second to load and use terminologies that were not available in the UMLS.
2.3.1 lexEVS
The Cancer Common Ontologic Representation Environment (caCORE) was created by
the National Cancer Institute Center for Bioinformatics (NCICB) to solve the requirement of
systems to communicate and understand each other (i.e. to be interoperable) in the context of
biomedical research systems. It is an infrastructure that was made to provide a mechanism to
create interoperable biomedical information systems. As previously said there are two main
requirements that must be fulfilled to achieve interoperability, syntactic interoperability and
semantic interoperability. To achieve this caCORE was developed using the Model Driven
Architecture (MDA) paradigm to provide a data repository with a clear and consistent access,
controlled terminologies available at runtime to give meaning to those who use the data
repository. The last piece of the puzzle is the link between the controlled terminologies and
model driven data, a source of knowledge that gives meaning and consistency to the classes
and attributes retrieve from the data system [9]. LexEVS is a caCORE Software Development
Kit (SDK) generated system.
LexEVS provides a common terminology model, open access to loaded terminologies and
retrieve information from that data [42]. Not only can users use the terminologies that
are available through the Enterprise Vocabulary Services (EVS), but also create their own
terminologies.
It gives the ability to control content of a terminology, retrieve set or sub-sets of termi-
nologies and mappings. It Implements the draft specification for HL7 Common Terminology
Services 2 (CTS 2). There is a support for mapping associations between terminologies.
It is possible to load terminologies in three basic formats: text, XML and OWL formats.
However these formats are used to load for example the Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO)
text format and the metadata loader that is provided in XML format. LexEVS provides the
following components: Terminology Server; JAVA API; Rest/HTTP Interface; SOAP/Web
Services Interface; Distributed API; LexEVS Grid Services; Developers Gui. [42]
LexEVS architecture has the following layers:
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Figure 2.7: LexEVS architecture [42].
• Aplication Service Layer (ASL): The application layer is the link between clients
and the Core Application programming interface (API). Distributed Clients access the
Core API after authentication. LexEVS caCORE functions access the same metadata
but do not use the LexEVS Local Runtime functions, they have direct access. The
Application Service Layer is the gateway to the information present in LexEVS.
• Core API Layer: Carries all LexEVS API requests from the ASL. It provides access
to the database. Access is done using Lucene index files to provide the cheapest way
to get the information from the database. Returns objects in response to the queried
information with the information requested.
• Data Source Layer: data repository, responsible for access the data and fetch the
information required to represent the requested objects.
2.3.2 Unified Medical Language System UMLS
The Unified Medical Language System is a repository of terminologies that was created
by the US National library with the purpose of overcome two main problems, redundancy
(i.e. the amount names for the same concept) and the lack of uniformity (i.e. the absence of
a standard format for distributing terminologies)[43].
UMLS includes over one hundred terminologies, one million concepts and 4 million names
for those concepts [44]. In figure 2.8 it is shown some of the terminologies present in this
terminology server are, SNOMED CT, ICD-10-CM, ICD-9-CM, Medical Subject Headings
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(MeSH) and more. UMLS is composed of three knowledge sources: The Metathesaurus
consists in Concepts derived from the source terminologies and the relations and attributes
of those concepts; The Semantic Network that consist in 135 semantic types (e.g. Disease
or Syndrome), 6.864 relations among them and the Lexical resources that are the relations
between the actual concepts. [44]
Figure 2.8: The various subdomains integrated in the UMLS [43].
UMLS Metathesaurus organizes terminologies elements by concepts(e.g. SNOMED ele-
ment “Headache” is one of the elements of the concept “Headache” from UMLS concept).
Concepts can have different names, and every name is kept. Essentially every concept comes
from one or more sources, and the Methatesaurus tries to storage every data (i.e. two termi-
nologies used the same name for different concepts, the Thesaurus add this name and source
to each concept accordingly). For each Concept there are Terms that are different ways to
represent the same concept. For each Term, there are Strings and Atoms. Strings are similar
names with some changes like one being the plural of the other. For each name that comes
from one terminology there is a Atom. To see an example in figure 2.9 we have the Concept
Headache, for this concept there are three terms “headache”, “cranial pain” and “cephalgia
head pain”. The Term L00118681 has two Strings “headache” and “headaches”. The String
S0046854 has two Atoms that came from two different terminologies (i.e. SNOMED and
MeSH).
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Figure 2.9: UMLS Concept.
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Chapter 3
MedLexIEETA requirements
We have realized that one of the problems that the eHealth reality has to surpass is the
interoperability between systems. The approach proposed here is a system that addresses the
problem from the viewpoint of the terminology tools required to facilitate eHealth solutions
development. It is a partial contribution departing from the Portuguese context. Therefore
we need a system that can work with multiple terminologies and give response to a number
of use cases related to those same terminologies.
3.1 Functional requirements
Core functions have to be developed to provide services related to the data that is available
in the terminology server and the operations that result from that data. We have to be defined
the system requirements and the use cases that it needs to satisfy.
3.1.1 Terminology management scenarios
The system main function will be using and retrieve terminology data. The system must
have the capability to improve the amount of data that is available. It must be possible to
add terminologies and update those same terminologies.
There are use cases that the system needs to satisfy related to life cycle of the terminolo-
gies. Figure 3.1 is a use case diagram of the terminology related use cases.
• Use Case 1: Load Terminology. A terminology has to be obtained from a official
source and to be available in a format that is compatible with the terminology server.
If the terminology is not available in a readable format, the developer has to transform
the data. Then the user loads a terminology that has to pass a validation process to
check if the terminology is structurally correct (e.g. if there are not repeated codes for
concepts). After being validated is loaded in the terminology server.
• Use Case 2: Validate Terminology. It is a crucial step before loading or updating
a new terminology into the system. The system has to incorporate a validation method
to check the terminology state (i.e. valid or not valid), that preferably gives feedback
about the error and the location of the error since some terminologies have more than
10000 concepts. Lets imagine that a terminology is available only in excel format and
the terminology server does not handle that kind of data. The user has to transform
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the data into a readable format. The transformation process can input errors in the
terminology such as duplicated information or incorrect structures that have to be found
and transmitted to the user.
• Use Case 3: Update Terminology. A terminology is not a static tool, it evolves
and it is updated. For example the ICD 10 terminology is updated annually. Therefore
a solution has to be made available to update a terminology. The user updates a
terminology present in the terminology server, if the terminology passes the use case
validate terminology is updated.
• Use Case 4: Delete Terminology. The user has the ability to delete terminologies
from the system.
Figure 3.1: Terminology lifecycle use cases.
Based on the use cases that were previously mentioned, the terminology is loaded into the
system if it passes a validation test. The system must give feedback about the terminology
state and if it is not valid the user must know why and proceed to the proper changes. After
inserted, the user must have the option to update and delete this kind of data. The update
function must obey to the same rule of validation. Regarding the delete process the system
must be able to delete the entire terminology.
3.1.2 Terminology data retrieval scenarios.
After the terminology loading process we have to extract information from the terminolo-
gies. We will have to develop services to retrieve valuable information. In figure 3.2 is present
the use cases related to the extraction of terminology data from the system.
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• Use case 5: Retrieve concept by description. The User provides the concept de-
scription and the system searches the terminologies present for that same description.
The system has to find exact matches and similar matches for the provided description.
For each match the concept is retrieved to the user. The probability of multiple matches
for a description is high so a mechanism to process queries has to be developed. When
finding a given concept by a provided description the system will search the terminolo-
gies for that same description and has to prompt the user what is the concept that he
wants.
• Use case 6: Retrieve concept by code. The User provides the concept code and
the system searches the terminologies available for that same code. If the code exists
the concept is retrieved to the user. In the case of duplicated codes among different
terminologies the system must have a function that allows the user to choose the wanted
concept.
• Use case 7: Retrieve description by code. The User provides the concept code
and the system searches the terminologies available for that same code. If the code
exists the description of the concept is retrieved to the user. In the case of duplicated
code among different terminologies the system must have a function that allows the user
to choose the wanted concept.
• Use case 8: Retrieve relations of given concept. The user requests the related
codes of a given concept. The system searches the terminologies for that concept. If
the concept exists, it is gathered and retrieved all the related concepts: the concepts
inside the concept terminology (i.e. the “parent” concept and “children”) and mapped
concepts of other terminologies.
• Use case 9: Mapping between terminologies. The user provides mapping between
some terminologies to the system. The system has to provide support to map this data
between terminologies. Being this the most important use case it is crucial that the
proper mapping can be achieved between the terminologies.
3.1.3 Terminology server system attributes
For all the previous use cases the system will need a terminology server to store and handle
the terminologies that the project will use. The terminology server must provide all the
characteristics approached in the previous use cases. It has to be defined what terminologies
to use, what queries can be prompted and the kind of responses.
The terminology server is the main tool of MedLexIEETA. We will need to develop func-
tions related to terminology data, means to extract and share that information. Also some
decisions related to the understandability of the information had to be made. This reasoning
led to the following requirements.
• Translate information into readable and/or usable formats.
There are some use cases that a simple String can be a response to a use case (e.g. use
case 6), however there are use cases that need more than a String or a List of Strings to
provide the requested information (e.g. use case 8). The System must provide interfaces
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Figure 3.2: Retrieve and handling terminology data use cases.
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to extract data in formats that are readable to a user or a information source to other
system.
• Offer service interfaces to enable extensibility of the system.
A web service is going to be available to provide access from other developers to system
services. All important and relevant methods must be publicly available and docu-
mented to full access and use of the system data. The services that are used by the
system have to be published to let other systems developers improve the quality of their
systems.
• Provide graphical representation of large data results.
With a vast number of terminologies and mapping done between each other the result of
a complete response to a query (i.e. full disease information) can be difficult to human
recognition [10]. There will be a need to graphically represent information in graphs.
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Chapter 4
System Architecture
In this chapter we will describe the basic architecture and technical options made in
MedLexIEETA. In the end of this chapter a complete architecture is displayed in figure 4.2.
MedLexIEETA is a software application to support terminology encoding and provides
mapping between terminologies. The MedLexIEETA (figure 4.1) architecture is divided in
three modules:
• Terminology Module
The Terminology module is the core of the MedLexIEETA architecture and it is the
crucial component of this project. This module is responsible to aggregate the termi-
nologies that will be used and to compute that data into usable information. It will
have to deploy one or more terminology servers. This module must be able to work
with multiple languages in order to support the development of eHealth systems (e.g.
multilingual clinical systems). The requests and the corresponding response to the sys-
tem are processed here. The response has to be provided in different formats to offer
different ways in which it can be processed.
• Web Service Module
The Web Service Module is the gateway to the system. Here the calls to the system will
take place. The requested calls have to be translated to methods of the terminology
model, to be processed a reply. It works as a bridge between the terminology module
and the visualisation module that acts here as the third party system.
• Visualization Module
There are some cases that the requested information will be vast and not always clear,
the visualization module will be the answer for easy human recognition and data under-
standing. The visualization module is also a client representation that uses the services
provided by the system.
4.1 Design of the terminology module
In this section the decisions behind the terminologies and the terminology server are dis-
cussed.
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Figure 4.1: Basic architecture of MedLexIEETA.
Regarding terminology related decisions.
The terminologies that will be used must have at least one of these characteristics: be
relevant to Portuguese eHealth reality or be available in multiple languages to demonstrate
the multi-languages ability of the system. The terminologies loaded into the terminology
server will be the ICD-9-CM in Portuguese, ICD-10-CM in Portuguese, “Tabela dos Conven-
cionados da Administrac¸a˜o Central do Sistema de Sau´de (ACSS) (Table that contains prices,
taxes, description and codes for health cares in Portugal) and the allergies terminology devel-
oped by the Portuguese health system authorities. From the UMLS Metathesaurus are the
International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC), the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory
Activities (MDR), the WHO Adverse Drug Reaction Terminology (WHO - ART) and the
SNOMED-CT terminology.
Regarding terminology servers related decisions.
We will use the same components used in [41], their approach to solve the same problem
but for the British reality consists in using the UMLS to deal with the commonly used
terminologies and one LexEVS server to deal with the terminologies that were related to
the national eHealth reality. We will then use one terminology server (LexEVS) and the
UMLS Metathesaurus. The UMLS Metathesaurus has over of one hundred terminologies
and an API that gives access to all that information. The thought therefore was to use the
terminologies that are already available in the UMLS Metathesaurus in both languages (i.e.
Portuguese and English). The terminologies that are present in UMLS Metathesaurus are
already mapped, so we will use this mapping. LexEVS will serve as a repository for the
terminologies that are not available in the UMLS Metathesaurus. With these decisions we
will met the requirements that were proposed in chapter 3. We will have to deploy an instance
of the LexEVS server, load the terminologies into it and implement the services that will be
required. The UMLS Metathesaurus will be integrated in the solution, and work as a source
of knowledge for MedLexIEETA. We will have to implement services to request and interpret
data from the Metathesaurus. In figure 4.2 the components in blue are the ones that we will
have to implement, and in red the one that we have to integrate in the solution.
4.2 Web service module
For this module we had two major classes of web services that are used in SOA, SOAP
and REST (Representational State Transfer). REST web services are based on the following
principles, resource names are referenced by URLs and the REST interfaces are limited to
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HTTP. The methods available to are the POST (i.e. create resource), GET (i.e. retrieve a
resource), PUT (i.e. alter a resource) and DELETE (i.e. eliminate a resource).
REST WS are considered simple, effective and for most applications it is considered an
adequate solution. The simplicity of HTTP brings more advantages then to add another
network transport layer. REST WS design is advised when the producer and the consumer
previously agreed and know the type of request and the type of response. The absence of
headers and other layers of XML make REST a good choice to limited bandwidth cases. [45]
We do not need most of the non functional requirements that justifies the use of SOAP
services (e.g. Security, addressing and trust) and REST is more efficient and a simples choice
for the web service.
There are a number of services that must be developed and next we present the general-
ization of these services.
• Get Single Concept: the service receives a input that can be either a code or a
description and it has to retrieve the concept that matches the input. In the case that
the description is the input a method to solve the ambiguity of the input has to be
developed. This service has to be developed to enable access to every terminology used.
• Get Full disease: this service will be the most complex service. The service has to
return all the information present in all the terminologies used that is related to a single
disease.
4.3 Visualization module
The visualization module has the purposes of serving as a possible client for the web
service and to give a clear representation of the data that is extracted trough the services
developed.
The decisions behind this module were the following:
• Implementation of the web-site
We use JQuery and HTML to do the design of the web page related to the visualization
module.
• Libraries to represent graphed information in the web
The solution that we found was to represent the data in JSON format using the library
JavaScript InfoVis Toolkit (JIT). This library has the ability to represent tree like
data and it can be a tool to present this data in a manner that facilitates a faster
understanding of a large data set. The amount of information that is retrieved from the
terminology server justifies this ability.
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Figure 4.2: Architecture of MedLexIEETA.
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Chapter 5
Implementation
This chapter covers the implementation process of the system. To achieve all the require-
ments discussed in chapter 3 we proposed an architecture to tackle them. Here we discuss
problems of data acquiring and parsing, the developed structures and the created services.
This chapter explores the foundations of the application, the problems found while building
it and the engineered solutions along with the path that took to them.
The use cases proposed in chapter 3 change according to the terminology that are related.
There are cases that some of the functions related to one terminology do not apply to another
terminology.
5.1 Deployment and selection of components
In this section we explain the deployment of the two main components of MedLexIEETA.
First we explain the deployment of the LexEVS server and the related choices. Then the
steps followed to use the UMLS Metathesaurus.
5.1.1 Implementation of the LexEVS server
The deployment of the LexEVS server as the main repository for terminologies is divided
into steps. The first step in the project was to load one instance of the terminology server
LexEVS. The version installed (i.e. LexEVS Local Runtime) can be configured to use different
databases, being the recommended ones MySQL and PostgreSQL. Since this project is being
developed under the RTS project and the DBMS of RTS is PostgreSQL, we chose this DBMS
to create the terminology server database. After deploying a database, the JDBC for that
database must be available to the instance of the server installed. LexEVS requires a specific
configuration that is available in the file lbconfig.props [42]. This file contains the properties
controlling the behaviour of the server. A small portion of the file is in figure 5.1. The
properties configurable are database related, log files properties and other configurations. We
will analyse the most relevant.
• Supporting DataBase :
• DB PRIMARY KEY STRATEGY: Defines the primary key strategy of the database
tables. It has two possible values GUID and Sequential Integer. In the first case the
index values are inserted randomly in an index three that is updated after each insert for
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Figure 5.1: Configuration file of our LexEVS server.
balance. In the second case, as the name says, the index values are inserted sequentially
and it is the best case for large terminologies. We set the value for the Sequential Integer
value because of the terminologies size.
• SINGLE TABLE MODE: determines if all the terminologies are loaded into a single set
of tables or each terminology per set. Set to false since the mode true can result in long
periods of time during the removal of a terminology.
• Log files: The variables related to the log files were set to false to prevent performance
delays.
• Other:
• MAX RESULT SIZE: the maximum number of results that a user can retrieve from
a terminology NodeGraph. Default value is 1000, however in some cases it was not
enough, therefore it was set to 10000.
• LUCENE MAX CLAUSE COUNT: Number of clauses that are created due to a query.
Large terminologies demand a high number. The value set is the default, 40000, since
it was enough.
The strategy chosen was to use the LexEVS server as the main repository of terminologies
that are not available in the UMS Metathesaurus. We had to transform the terminologies
chosen because most of them are not available in a format compatible with the server. When
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the terminologies were correctly loaded into into the system, we had to develop services to
access the information. Two main inputs were taken in consideration, the code of the concept
and the description. The description as input led to some troubles because of the ambiguity
created by words, so we had to crate a solution to this problem that it will be discuss later.
We also developed functions to search concepts linked hierarchically to take advantage of all
the data available in the server. Each instance of the server comes with a GUI that has all
the basic features of the server. This was the main tool to load and validate the terminologies
loaded. The loading process works by providing a terminology in the right format. If the
terminology passes the validation process of LexEVS is loaded into the system.
The terminologies that were loaded into LexEVS had to be processed to a format accepted
in the server. The format used was the text format. The layout of a formal txt file for LexEVS
is given at figure 5.2. Each line has a concept that is formed by a code, a description and
optionally another value. If a concept has sub-concepts, they have to appear with a tab in
the next line. This is an example of a terminology hierarchy in this file format:
Figure 5.2: Terminology format example.
The previous extract presents five concepts although the concepts regarding terminology
data are tree. The line with the tag Prec¸o and Taxa are attributes of the concept A´cido fo´lico
(folatos). Every concept can have more sub-concepts or attributes. In this representation a
line can represent a concept if he has attributes hierarchically beneath them, or a attribute
if he is the lowest in the hierarchy. LexEVS GUI has the function to graphically represent
terminology data. Data previously showed is present in the system with the format of figure
5.3.
The ICD-9-CM in Portuguese was obtained through the Administrac¸a˜o Central do Sistema
de Sau´de [46] in a Excel file. Firstly the information needed was extracted to a text file
unformatted. Secondly a file reader was used to process each concept that was parsed to
eliminate all the tabs and spaces from each line; finally the data was rearrange in the right
format. The steps for this terminology are showed in figure 5.4. The loaded terminology has
17582 concepts.
The ICD-10-CM is not available in a Portuguese source, therefore we used one from an
official source of Brasil more specifically from the Departamento de Informtica do Sistema
nico de Sade (DATSUS)[47]. It was already in text format therefore we used the same process
of ICD 9-CM without the translation from excel to text. The source file had to be parsed
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Figure 5.3: LexEVS graphical terminology representation.
Figure 5.4: ICD 9 from table to text file with the correct format.
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and reformed in a valid format. The loaded terminology has 14126 concepts.
The allergy terminology (Catlogo Portugus de Alergias e Reaes Adversas) has the allergies
and adverse reactions in Portuguese. It was easy to transform since it had ninety one concepts.
The concepts were taken from tables of a pdf file, and written in the right format in a text
file. The steps are the one exemplified in figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: Allergies from pdf file to text with correct format.
In the case of the “Tabela dos convencionados”, there were two codes for each concept in
the terminology. Additional information was also present such as price and the taxes. So it
was decided to use the format in 5.6. The file was built from the excel file by copying the
information into a text file, and then using regular expressions to parse each line and write
the file in the right format. The file contains 2035 lines of concepts.
5.1.2 UMLS Metathesaurus
“The UMLS Terminology Services (UTS) API 2.0 is intended for application developers
to perform Web service calls and retrieve UMLS data within their own applications.‘”[48] To
use the UTS API 2.0, there are a number of steps needed to install it. It is required to create
a directory in which the WSDLs are going to be compiled. Fetch the files from the UTS
repository using the wsimport command. Each folder crated has the classes that are needed
to use the API [48].
To call the API services the policy of access is “ticket granted”. To have access to the
API you need to request UMLS for a username and password to access this data. Regarding
the development the first step and the most important one is to create a proxy grant ticket,
that is valid for 8 hours and is necessary each time a request to the API is made to request
a single-use ticket. One single-use ticket grants access to one API call and each time a call is
made the ticket used expires. One example of both tickets is given at figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: From excel to terminology format.
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Figure 5.7: UMLS API ticket granting service.
5.2 MedLexIEETA usage work flow
To exemplify the workflow of MedLexIEETA we will now discuss the most complex sce-
nario that the system supports: the sequence of events to a full disease.
In order to get all the data related to a disease present in the system there are a number
of steps that have to be followed. First, decide the input format for the query, being the code
of the disease and the source terminology, or, the name of the disease. In figure 5.9, we give
an example with the sequence of events when the description is the input format of a query.
The description as input brings ambiguity to the request so we had to use a method (i.e.
soundsLike) to know which disease he wants. What happens is that the system searches the
terminologies in the repository calling the function soundsLike(description). This function
searches for possible concepts that match, it forms a list with those concepts as simpleDiseases
(figure 5.8) and return them to the user. The user, according to the result list, chooses the
disease concept, the code and codename of the concept are used as input to get the full disease
by code (i.e. code of the disease) and sourceCode(i.e. terminology to use). There two data
sources for this structure, the LexEVS data and the UMLS Metathesaurus data.
To get the LexEVS data, the system uses a function getRelatedDiseases() that, through
a number of steps, searches the concept from which the disease originated (relatedFrom of
figure 5.8), and the concepts that are related to the disease (relatedTo of figure 5.8).
The Metathesaurus data is the data from the terminologies that are related to the disease.
The system searches from the concept related to the code that was provided. Concepts in the
UMLS Metathesaurus as previously mentioned are the link between related terminology codes
of a disease. Subsequently we form a filter to prevent the return of extra information, define
the number of results, the languages that are relevant and the terminologies that we use. With
this filter the system searches only the atoms of the concept related to the terminologies in
use. From the list of atoms that we receive, comes the data related to the terminologies and
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Figure 5.8: Class diagram of a full disease.
we store the information in the respective classes. This is how we develop the mapping in
MedLexIEETA is done. The mapping between ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM is given with the
atoms from ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM that come from the same concept. This works also
for every terminology linked to the concept. The descriptions of the main class FullDisease
is the description that is available for the ICD terminology that is searched.
For every terminology that is available in both languages filtered (i.e. Portuguese and En-
glish) is stored the description in those languages. This is how we developed the translation
capability of the system. The amount of data gathered in some cases has more than 40 con-
cepts related to one disease. This gave birth to the need of representing semantic information
in a way that was easier for humans to process. RDF is a tool for represent semantic data
but it can be difficult to understand if the file dimension is too big. The W3C has a tool [49]
to parse and validate RDF documents and although it provides a visual representation of the
data as we can see in figure 5.10, RDF representation for human understanding is far from
perfect. We decided to extract the information in a format that could be appropriate for a
more easier representation. The extraction of this data was done in two formats: RDF and
JSON.
5.3 Building of the response
The extraction of major chunks of data was provided in RDF and JSON. In this section
it is explained how we developed the transformation from Java classes to the proper output.
The data extracted aims to provide terminology dat to application developers by serving as
a source of information that can add value to data that already exists.
RDF
The feature used from JENA framework[33] was the API for writing and processing RDF
data in XML. Nevertheless the framework also provides an API to handle OWL and RDFs
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Figure 5.9: Sequence Diagram of a typical system call to get a full disease.
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ontologies, SPARQL querying and servers that allows RDF data to be published [33]. The
RDF file resulting from a query is extracted after the gathering of data. It is used similar
as a toString method of class. The properties (i.e. the link between nodes of a RDF file)
are declared and used according to the information available. Then an iterator covers each
concept of a terminology and for each concepts creates a node in the RDF file. In figure 5.10
it is possible to see an example of the RDF file resultant of a query to the system and the
graphical representation of the data.
Figure 5.10: RDF response in different formats to represent the amount of information and
justifies a graphical representation.
JSON
The JSON structure resulting from a query is extracted after the gathering of data. Re-
sorting to a toString method the concepts are added to a string builder that builds a graph
with the information. An iterator covers each concept of a terminology and for each relation
or concept we create a node in the JSON response. In [32] says that the main disadvantage of
JSON is to represent graphed information. By the experience of doing it, comparing the com-
plexity of representing this structure to simpler ones the difference the work that was evolved
was significantly because of the structure of a nodes inside nodes. In figure 5.11 it is possible
to see the response to a query in JSON. We develop the response in JSON to user queries.
Although the main advantage for the JSON response is the graphical representation of the
data since the RDF has the same data. If needed the system could be easily transformed to
creat a JSON with all the data present in system. We had to take all the codes from one
terminology and create an iterator to run queries for each code. Each resulting concept would
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be stored in a List of diseases and then we had to concatenate the respective JSONs.
Figure 5.11: First nodes of a response in JSON format.
5.4 Web Service Module
The Web Service Module is the layer of MedLexIEETA regarding the publication of ser-
vices. A diagram of the services is available in the figure 5.12.
• GetFullDisease: This example case was described in section 5.2.
• GetCodebyDescription: This is the previous step of the example case described in
5.2, in case of the user does not have the code related to a disease. The system was
developed to retrieve the possible matches and their codes. This service uses LexEVS
infrastructure and the Portuguese ICD-9-CM or ICD-10-CM.
• GetRelatedDiseases: LexEVS provides functionalities to find the concepts related
to a provided concept. From this list of related concepts it was necessary to filter
the concept from which the concept originated if it exists, and the concepts that are
originated from. The arguments are the code of the disease.
• GetConvencionados: The Convencionados terminology has the peculiarity of, for
each term it has two codes instead of one. This service searches the terminology for
one of the codes and retrieves the concept related with the code provided. The input
argument is one concept code. The output is the concept in JSON, RDF or literal
formats.
• GetAllergies: Service that grants access to the allergy terminology loaded on LexEVS.
It is the basic service of retrieving a description based in the code provided by the user.
The argument provided is the code of the allergy. The output is the related description
if available.
• GetICD9description: Service that grants access to the ICD-9-CM terminology in
Portuguese loaded in LexEVS. It is the basic service of retrieving a description based
on the code provided by the user. The arguments provided are the code of the ICD-
9-CM and the language of the terminology . The output is the related description if
available.
• GetICD10description: Service that grants access to the ICD-10-CM terminology in
Portuguese loaded in LexEVS. It is the basic service of retrieving a description based on
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the code provided by the user. The arguments provided are the code of the ICD-10-CM
and the language of the terminology. The output is the related description if available.
• GetICD10byICD9/GetICD9byICD10/ GetICPC2ICD10: Services that pro-
vide the transcoding functionality between the ICD-9-CM, ICD-10-CM and ICPC2ICD10.
The services return the relative code that matches the other terminology. The input
argument is the code of the disease. The output is the mapped code.
• GetTermData: Get data from the other terminologies present in the UMLS Metathe-
saurus. This service uses the same structures of the case discussed in 5.2 but returns
only terminology data from UMLS. The input argument are the code of ICD-9-CM and
a flag to signals that the code is from ICD-9-CM, or, the code of ICD-10-CM and the
flag is set to ICD-10-CM. The outputs are JSON or RDF.
Figure 5.12: Services provided by MedLexIEETA.
5.5 Visualization module
This module consists of a web-site that graphically represents the data. It serves also as
a client representing a web service client using the services provided by MedLexIEETA. It
was developed using jQuery, javascript for the web pages and for the graphical representation
based on JSON it was used the Jit library.
In figures 5.13 and 5.14 are the pages represented for the search engine. The main func-
tionality of this web-site is to search the full diseases mentioned. The main page provides a
search field, that is the input used to prompt the system. Through the web service the service
GetFullDisease is invoked. The result page displays the first match returned and the possi-
bility to change to other concept. The Jit representation is focused in the main description
of the disease and it has 3 levels of hierarchy. The user reads the graph from the inside out
being the graph center the disease description. The first level corresponds to the terminology
that is related to the main concept. The second level has the related code to the terminology
that it is linked. The third level has the English and Portuguese descriptions related to the
code of the related terminology.
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Figure 5.13: Index of MedLexIEETA website.
Figure 5.14: Graphicall representation and results from the service.
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5.6 MedLexIEETA for applications
One of the goals of MedLexIEETA is to serve as a support for application development.
The services provided offer an added value to eHealth data.
An example in which the system could prove useful would be to assist in preparing the
epSOS documents from an existing EHR system in Portugal. There are two feasible scenarios
in which MedLexIEETA can enter: to adapt previous records of patients episodes by analysing
the text document and finding key data (e.g. disease, treatments and medicine), this could be
accomplished if firstly the documents went through a solution identical to the work developed
in [16] passing subsequently through the MedLexIEETA services to insert the right codes
that match the text reference. The second case would be in the record of a patient episode,
the input of information must be done according to the terminologies that would be used
(e.g. epSOS codification for blood group is the codification of SNOMED-CT). For this to
happen a significant improvement had to be done on MedLexIEETA to increase the amount
of Portuguese terminologies and most importantly the mapping between these terminologies
and the ones that are used by epSOS.
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Chapter 6
Results
In this chapter we present the results of MedLexIEETA, considering the services and the
functionalities that the system provides.
In section 2.3 we defined five essentials characteristics for a terminology server. Let us see
if those services are available in MedLexIEETA. Firstly the management of external refer-
ences is available through the web services that enables support for the development of clinical
applications. Secondly the management of internal references is granted by the capacity of
the system to provide a extensible basis to all the terminologies present in it. The mapping
of natural language to concepts is available trough the functionality of the system give possi-
ble matches for the required input and display the options concerning concepts and give the
relative concept code. Every concept has attached to it the corresponding coding schemes
and codes making available the fourth characteristic. Finally the management of extrinsic
information is provided by the capacity MedLexIEETA to load and use new terminologies.
The core of the system is the LexEVS instance, for the Portuguese terminologies and
translations of terminologies, and the UMLS API that resolves the mapping and handles the
Terminologies that are available and are relevant to the project.
Figure 6.1: LexEVS available terminologies.
The LexEVS instance was loaded with the Portuguese ICD 9 and ICD 10, the allergies
codification and the “Tabela dos Convencionados”. Part of the GUI available in our LexEVS
instance is available in figure 6.1. A representation of the data available through the GUI is
showed in 6.2.
The main goals achieved with the terminology server of the system were the use of Por-
tuguese terminologies and the translation that come with the Portuguese version of ICD 9 CM
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and ICD 10 CM. The first goal achieved helps to demonstrate the capability of the system to
handle local and national problems related to codifications. The “Tabela dos Convenciona-
dos” problem that was resolved was the existence of two codes for the same concept. As
highlighted in figure 6.2 the codes are easily available and mapped to each other. The second
goal demonstrates a solution to the translation of concepts between different languages that
use the same terminologies. The concept the we proved was that if the system has access
to twenty or more translations of the same terminology the visualization of that data can be
automatically represented in a specific language.
We developed two methods to translate concepts. The first was the mapping derived from
the UMLS API in combination with the Portuguese versions of the ICD 9 and ICD 10. In
6.3a and 6.3b is a demonstration of the system capability to translate concept descriptions
trough the first method.
The second method developed was to use terminologies in which both versions (i.e. the
Portuguese and English versions) were available in the Metathesaurus and for a specific con-
cept, retrieve both definitions. For the second method it was only used the Portuguese and
English languages for the available terminologies in the Metathesaurus of UMLS. In 6.3c is
present a translation of the same concept of the MDR terminology and in 6.3d a translation
of a concept of the MSH terminology.
Figure 6.2: LexEVS GUI representing the “Convencionados” terminology.
Through the analyses of a result of a query it is possible to see that two characteristics
are provided by the system, translation and transcoding. In figure 6.3c it is possible to see
the translation languages regarding the same concept of the terminology MDR.
The translation problem was resolved with the LexEVS Server and the UMLS API. How-
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(a) Example of translation in ICD (b) Example of translation in ICD
(c) Example of translation in MDR (d) Example of translation in MSH
Figure 6.3: Examples of translation in MedLexIEETA.
ever the transcoding problem was resolved using only the second one. For each concept
requested, the system retrieves the data related to each terminology used. This capability
represents a solution for the transcoding problems of Portugal regrading the transition from
ICD 9 to ICD 10. Therefore it can be applied to the semantic problems of the project ep-
SOS. SNOMED-CT is one of the most “comprehensive, multilingual clinical terminology in
the world”[50] so it made sense to involve this terminology in the solution of the system.
In figure 6.4 is possible to see the mapping that is available for a specific disease, 6.4a
shows the concepts of ICPC2ICD10, the figure 6.4b has the mapping between ICD 9 and ICD
10 and in 6.4c are the concepts related to the terminology SNOMED-CT.
In the figure 6.5 it is displayed all the data related to a disease retrieved from MedLEXI-
IETA.
From the figures 5.10, and 6.5 we can see the advantage of a visual representation to
support data extraction. Although the JSON format was more difficult to implement, the
RDF format was not enough to offer easy knowledge to users without access to tools that
provide the ability to process RDF data.
The web-site as a client
The web site was developed as the main interface to users of MedLexIEETA. It uses the
services provided by the terminology module. The communication between client and server
was developed using a REST server and worked correctly, and no major communication
problems were encountered.
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(a) ICPC2ICD10 concepts
(b) ICD 9 and ICD 10 codes (c) SNOMED concepts
Figure 6.4: Transcoding between SNOMED-CT, ICD 10, ICD 9 and ICPC2ICD10.
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Figure 6.5: Final graphical representation of MedLexIEETA data.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Accomplishments
Departing from the need of a tool that enables the use of terminology related information
to develop services that extract more functionality from that same data we have successfully
built a system that contains terminologies from the Portuguese health reality and provides
transcoding of concepts between terminologies and translation from concepts in different
languages. The solution builds on the LexEVS module, used in large biomedical projects,
which was customized and loaded with terminologies in Portuguese that were not available
at UMLS Metathesaurus. This module holds the ICD-9-CM in Portuguese, ICD-10-CM
in Portuguese, “Tabela dos Convencionados and the allergies terminologies used and is the
system core since it holds the terminologies used to filter and process Portuguese terminology
related functions. It was developed to match the needs of the Portuguese reality.
The remote UMLS Metathesaurus enables the use of terminology data and the most impor-
tant feature it allows access to mapping between terminologies. The transcoding and translate
function of the system comes from the mapping between terminologies (e.g. transcoding) and
the different descriptions for the same concept (e.g. translation).
The main objective of the project discussed in this dissertation was the use of a vocabu-
lary server as a central component to enable two motivating use cases: (1) enable a reference
semantic service for the Portuguese reality and (2) enable the transformation of clinical data
structures into other clinical models (for interoperability scenarios). Regarding the first case
the LexEVS instance of MedLexIEETA works as the repository of Portuguese specific ter-
minologies and provides semantic services related to these terminologies. The second case
was in part resolved through the use of the mapping system of UMLS Metathesaurus. The
system can transform or give correspondences between terminologies and provide translation
of concepts between different languages.
As a proof of concept, we have developed the website MedLexIEETA to enable the users
to browse terminology data and the graph of information retrieved from a query to the system
core data. The system also provides services for application developers, allowing the high-
level querying of terminology related services to further reutilize the functionalities provided
by the system.
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7.2 Issues
The main issues regarding the development of this project were related to the difficulty
to understand the semantic tools, the number of concepts that were studied and the lack of
proper terminology data.
When taking the first steps through both semantic tools (i.e. the LexEVS instance and
the UTS API), the learning process was slow and the adaptation to this area of knowledge
was hard, mainly because of the lack of semantic studies in my university years.
Regarding the terminologies, there are so many formats to publish terminology data that
most of them are completely useless to software developers. The time for reading terminologies
is over, so there is no point in publishing one in pdf format (e.g. the allergy terminology
present in the system). The spending of time treating a terminology to fill the standards of
LexEVS was a variable that I was not counting.
The difficulties felt from the lack of Portuguese terminologies that could actually be
mapped to most relevant international terminologies and that gave a significant improve-
ment in eHealth in Portugal prevented me from develop a case in which a mapping between
a global terminology and a Portuguese one was done.
7.3 Future Work
For future work in this project I advise to take MedLexIEETA to the next level. Meaning
that the system has to take a patient EHR from RTS and translate words to codes what could
lead to a solution that could even be used in the epSOS project if needed. Another tool that
could be developed using the system is the mapping between diseases and drugs/medicines.
I think that the uses that could be given to such a service such as mobile applications and
diagnosis tools could be a great improvement in the eHealth reality.
To do this the system must use the mapping between the terminologies used to encode
the information in RTS and translate the epSOS terminologies. This will not always be easy
because most of the codifications used are not in a format that can be easily transformed to a
terminology. Clinical related projects are emerging and it is creating a problem between the
systems developed since the every project wants to lead and not to work together. It is like
a bridge being built from the two sides of the river but the connection is not correctly done.
The solution developed to update terminologies can be improved, since the mechanism
developed in the case of small changes in a terminology does not justify the load of a new file.
Therefore a update tool that can interpret a file or some kind of input with the necessary
changes.
More terminologies can be loaded into the terminology server. The more terminologies
and controlled coding schemes that are used in eHealth, more improved is the quality of the
EHR records, meaning, more terminologies less ambiguity.
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